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DESCRIPTION

One pamphlet (copy) entitled "Sharon Hollow: Story of an Early Mulay Sawmill of Michigan" by Carl Addison Leech (Detroit). In 1929 Henry Ford had motion pictures taken of Mr. George Kirkwood operating the old saw (c. 1835) and making the "last cut". A letter from Mr. Kirkwood to Henry Ford (June, 1934) is attached to the back cover of the pamphlet.

SMALL ACCESSIONS
Not Processed

ARRANGEMENT

INDEX

INCLUSIVE DATES

QUANTITY

1 pamphlet with letter

TYPE OF CONTAINERS

RESTRICTIONS

FREQUENCY OF USE

ARCHIVIST'S SIGNATURE

TRANSFERER'S SIGNATURE

APPRAISAL

RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER COLLECTIONS

Plants - Sharon
Plants - Dexler

SUGGESTED ARRANGEMENT

NOVEMBER, 1974